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Hurry, we've discounted this #1 best seller to $0.99 FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY â€” ACT

NOW!INSTANTLY WRITE BETTER FICTION!Do you write novels or short stories in the action,

fantasy, horror, post-apocalypse, or sci-fi genres? Do you suffer writer's block?This short 60-page

sampler of the #1 best selling Writers' Phrase Books series is sure to help you learn how to quickly

write bold descriptive phrases the fast, easy way. This fun guide features over 500 exciting ways to

describe weapons, wounds, wild animals, weather, emotions, dangerous places, and more, plus a

combat thesaurus that covers everything, from attack to defense, ranged to melee, and from

monsters to magic spells and psychic powers.If you write speculative fiction, you won't want to miss

the amazing standalone books in this series, which include dedicated phrase books for how to write

Action, Fantasy, Horror, Post-Apocalypse, and Science Fiction, all by #1 best selling author,

Jackson Dean Chase. The full-length phrase books each contain thousands more instant

descriptions for writing your books. You can use them "as is," mix-n-match to create new ones, or

use them as inspiration to create your own incredible descriptions. These books are your secret

weapon to defeat writer's block. Just flipping through them is guaranteed to generate new ideas in a

flashâ€”and not just for descriptions, but for new scenes, even entirely new stories! These books are

multi-purpose toolkits intended to take your writing to the next level.Check out the rest of the

seriesâ€”which Writers' Phrase Book is right for you?Action Writers' Phrase Book (for authors of

action, adventure, historical fiction, and thrillers)Fantasy Writers' Phrase Book (for authors of epic

fantasy, medieval historical fiction, and grim sword & sorcery)Horror Writers' Phrase Book (for

authors of dark fantasy, horror, paranormal, and urban fantasy)Post-Apocalypse Writers' Phrase

Book (for authors of Apocalyptic, Dystopian, Post-Apocalyptic, Prepper, and Zombie fiction)Science

Fiction Writers' Phrase Book (for authors of Cyberpunk, Dystopian, Sci-Fi, Space Marine, and

Space Fantasy Adventure â€” coming soon!)Who is Jackson Dean Chase?Jackson Dean Chase is a

#1 bestselling author who brings you bold visions of dark places. In less than a year, his books have

amassed over 100 five-star reviews on the most trusted review sites and been downloaded and

enjoyed by over 10,000 fans.Here's what readers are saying about Jackson's books:"[Jackson

Dean Chase is] a fresh and powerful new voice." â€”Terry Trueman, Printz Honor author of Stuck in

Neutral"[Jackson] grabs readers from page one." â€”Nate Philbrick, author of The Little One"He

continues to amaze me with his creativity..." â€”Fang-Freakin'-Tastic Reviews"[Jackson Dean Chase

is]...a perfect read..." â€”Kindle reviewer"...Refreshing and original..." â€”Kindle reviewerâ€œMr.

Chase is an equal opportunity entertainer with a wry sense of humor.â€• â€”Frank Fronash, author of

Night of the Six-Gun Gorilla"......Beautiful words... Chase always leaves you wanting more."



â€”Sherry Rentschler, author of Midnight Sin
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This just saved my writing! I'm not fond of writing action scenes and it was showing in my new book

I'm writing. When an author starts to hate a book & their characters because they have reached

their limits trying to make it work well? That book is in trouble! I'm so glad I have this book & new

tools to use to help me develope stronger action scenes for my books!Thank you!

I am so so sooooo grateful to have found your book! There is so much information in there and such

perfectly described details that I couldn't find anywhere else. For my novel, I needed to describe a

strangulation but how could I do that if I had never been strangled. The same with the beautiful

disgusting descriptions of guts and gore that I needed, having not witness a gunshot or a beheading

before. The weapons have been so useful, all in one place. This book is worth so much more than

you charge. Thank you so much for writing it!



This is an excellent tool that I don't want other scribes to have access to. I think the bad reviews are

being posted by people who are under the impression that there's a book out there that will write

their book for them... Sorry that doesn't exist. You use tools like this to keep the ball rolling and it

takes off from there.If you love to write, this is going to excite. Period. Five stars from a guy with a

big library. Off to buy another edition. Thank you!

The perfect book for writers who want to vary their phrasing--genre writers especially. Chase has

done an excellent job of coming up with terms for nearly every action one might find in a an exciting,

fast-faced novel. Use this as inspiration to beef up your writing--as the author of several fantasy

books, it certainly works for me!

I have been checking out this book for some time. Being a writer I knew this would add to my

resources. But the price was $20, I did not want to spend that much money. And then a shorter

version came out cheaper, done deal. I get all the resources at half the cost. Yes this exceeded my

expectations. Of course  never let's you down.

This book has so much information, packed with nuggets. If I ever get stuck in my writing or if I'm at

loss of words, I'm able to find answers and hints In the Fition Writers Phrase book. I usually find

whatever in the index, it's like an encyclopedia.Good choice of help.

I really used this a lot, even in the first thirty minutes after I bought it. Having something handy that I

can flip through, even just to spark a new phase or way of saying something, is invaluable. Thank

you Chase

Good to have but a little repetitive.
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